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Let f (n) be the maximum possible number of edges in a graph on n vertices in which no two 
cycles have the same length. In 1975 Erd6s raised the question of determining f(n). In this 
paper, we prove that f(n) 2 n + [(l/e + 1)/2] for all integer n > 3. We also conjecture 
that f(n) = n + [(da- + 1)/2] for all integer n 2 3, and we prove that this conjecture for 
3Gna17is true. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper, we consider finite undirected graphs. All notations and 
definitions not given here can be found in [ 11. 
A graph G is said to be a cycle-distributed graph if no two cycles in G have the 
same length. In particular, a graph 13 containing at most one cycle is also said to 
be a cycle-distributed graph. 
A graph G is said to be a maximum cycle-distributed graph (MCD-graph) if G 
is a cycle-distributed graph on n vertices which has the rnuhr ---‘-zuz possible number 
of edges. Let f(n) be the number of edges in a MCD-graph on 12 vertices. In 
1975, Erdiis raised the question of determiningf(n) (see [I], P. 247, Problem 11). 
Till now 9 as far as we know, this problem remains unsettled. The main results of 
this paper are stated in the abstract above. 
Replacing by “simple graph” the “graph” relative to two definitions as 
described above results in two new definitions of simple cycle-distributed graph 
and simple ,n/lC~-gr+ y**. L& ,6*!~1 he the number of edges in a simple I 
MU&graph on n ve:r :ices. 
By definitions above, it is easily seen that every simple cycle-distributed graph 
is a cycle-distributed graph. But all simple MCD-graphs are not MCD-graphs, 
while in turn all MCDgraphs are also not simple MCD-graphs. For example, 
four cycle-distributed graphs are shown in Fig. 1. Where (a) and (b) are simple 
MCD-graphs, (c) and (d) are MCD-graphs. 
a All MCD-graphs and simple &K&graphs are onnec;ed. 
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Fig. 1. 
. Proof. Let G be any MCD-graph with n vertices and f (n) edges. Suppose that G 
is not connected, then there exist two connected components G1 and G?. Let 
u E V(G,) and v E V(G*), then a new graph G’ is formed by identifying u and V. 
Clearly G’ is a cycle-distributed graph with n - 1 vertices and f(n) edges. 
Further, form a new graph G” by adding a new vertex and joining it to one vertex 
of G. It is evident that G” is also a cycle-distributed graph with ~2 vertices and 
f(n) + 1 edges. This contradicts that G is a MCD-graph. Now all MCD-graphs 
are connected. Similarly, all simple MCD-graphs are connected. c7 
Theorem 2.2. For euery integer n 2 2, there exists a MCD-graph on n vertices 
which contains one loop and one 20cycle, 
To prove Theorem 2.2, we need to introduce some new concepts. Let G be a 
simple 2-connected graph and let C be any cycle in G. We assume that all vertices 
in V(G)-V(C) and all edges in E(G)-E(C) are drawn iaside the bounded region 
of c. 
Now form a path sequence PI, P2, . . . , Pk by the following method. 
Firstly, take out a path PI contained in G with two end vertices lying on C but 
no inner vertices of PI lying on C. Then take out a path Pz contained in 
G - (E(C) U E(P,)) with two end vertices lying on C 13 PI but no inner vertices of 
Pb2 lying on C U PI. Continuing this procedure, we construct a sequence of paths 
PI, Pz, . . . ) pi-,. Again take out a path 4 contained in G - (E(C) U E(Pa) U 
E(P*)U*== U E(&)) with two end vertices lying on C U PI U P2 U l l l U Pi-1 but 
no inner vertices of 4 lying on C U PI U Pz U l m l U Pi-l. Since the number of 
edges in G is finite, there exists an integer k such that Pk is the last path. 
It is easily seen that bT.l E(e) = E(G) - E(C). We call the lJfzl & a path 
decomposition of G - E(C). Each 4 (i = 1,2, . . . , k) is said to be an inner patiz 
of G with respect to C. Such a path decomposition is shown in Fig. 2. The 
Fig. 2. 
vertices of G are denoted by number 1,2, . . . , 9. C = 123451. There are 10 inner 
paths: f? = 1673, Pz =27, P3 =2895, I$= 74, Ps = 38, PG= 68, P, = 56, Ps= 69, 
P$ = 17, Il;() = 49. 
Note that for given a graph G and a cycle C of G, G - E(C) my have man) 
path decompositions. But for a given graph G and any cycle C of G, the number 
of inner paths in any path decomposition of G - E(C) is unique. This results in 
the following proposition. 
Pmpssitioz 2.1. Given a 20connected shple graph G. Let C be any cycle of G, 
then the number of inner paths in any path decomposition of G - E(C) is equal to 
IE(G)I - IV(G)l* 
Pro&. I3y induction on ]E(G)I - 1 V (G)l. Clearly the proposition holds for 
IE(G)! - IV(G)1 = 0. Assume that the proposition holds for iE(G)j - V(G)1 c h 
(h 3 1). Consider (E(G)1 - IV(G)1 = h. Let C be any cycle in G and let Ufzl pi be 
any path decomposition of G - E(C), where Pk is the last inner path. If there 
exist inner vertices of Pk, then clearly they are vertices of degree two. Let S be 
the set of inner vertices of Pk (S may be empty) and let G* = G - E(Pk) - S. 
Clearly G * is 2-connected and U$t & is a path decomposition of G* - E(C). By 
the induction hypothesis, we have 
k - 1= IE(G*)( - IV(G*)l, 
and hence 
k = IE(G*)I - IV(G*)l + 1 
= (IE(G*)I + ISi + 1) - (IV(G*)l + ISi) 
= IE(G)I - IW)l* 
The proposition follows by the principle of induction IX 
By the procedure of forming a path decomposition; we prove easily the 
following proposition. 
Proposition XL G&MV Q ~-~OWZW~ simple graph G. Let m be the number of 
cycles ccntained in G and j = IE(G)I - IV(G)l, then m 3 f(j + I)(j + 2). 
Proof. By indttction on j. Clearly the proposition holds for j = 1, 2. Assume that 
the proposition holds for j = k (k a 2), i.e., m 3 $(k + 1)jk + 2). Consider 
j = k + 1. Let C be a cycle in G. All vertices in V(Gj - V(C) and all edges in 
G - E(C) are drawn inside the bounded region of C. Form a path decomposition 
of G - E(C) with Ufzi q, where P k+l is the iast inner path. If there exist inner 
vertices of &+l, then clearly they are vertices of degree two. By the induction 
hypothesis, the number of cycles not containing the path Pk+l is larger than or 
equal to $(k + l)(k + 2). Now we count the number of cycles containing Pk+l. 
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Since G is Zconnected, any two edges of G lie on a common cycle, it follows 
that the path Pk+i and a subpath of some path fi lie on a common cycle for every 
integer 1 d i s k. We invert the procedure of forming the path decomposition. 
Pirstly we obtain from G a cycIe C, containing Pk+i and a subpath of I& Let 
G;-G - (Z(Ck) n E(P,)) and denote by Gi the nontrivial componem of GL. 
Clearly Gz is also 2-connected. Then we also obtain from Gz a cycle Ck_-l 
containing Pk+i and a subpath of &+ Let G;_, = Gl - (E(C,_,) i7 E(&i)) 
and denote by G:_l the nontrivial component of G;_i. Clearly G,*_, is still 
2connected. Contiuuing this procedure, we obtain a cycle sequence C,, 
c k-1, . . . , Ci* Let Gi = Gi*,i - (E(Ci) fl E(e)) and denote by Gt the nontrivial 
component of Gi. Clearly GF is still 2-connected. When i = 1, we obtain C,, 
c k-l,*--, C1 and Gf. Let Gh = G: - E(C) and denote by PL+, the nontrivial 
component of G& then PL+r is a path containing Pk+i. It is easily seen that G: 
has two cycles containing Pk+l. Now we obtain k + 2 distinct cycles containing 
P k+l. Consequently the number of cycles contained in G is 
ms+(k+l)(k+2)+k+2=j(k+2)(k+3). 
The proposition follows by the principle of induction. 0 
Proof of Thorem 2.2. It is easily seen that every MCD-graph with R vertices 
contains exactly one loop. It suffices to prove that, for each n 2 2, there exists a 
MCD-graph on n vertices which contains one 2-cycle. If n = 2, the theorem holds 
clearly. Let G be any MCD-graph with n 3 3 vertices. If G contains no Z-cycle, 
then G does not contain a cut edge. It follows that G must have a cycle of 
length 2 3. Let C be the longest cycle in G. Consider the block B colliaining C. 
Clearly B is simple and 2-connected. All vertices in V(B) - V(C) and all edges in 
B - E(C) are drawn inside the bounded region of C. Let j = IE(B)! - IV(B)I. By 
Propositiinr 2.1, form a path decomposition of B - E(C) with l&r I$. By 
Proposition 2.2, the number of cycles contained in B is 
m S i(j + l)( j + 2). 
Since G is a cycle-distributed graph, the length of C is 
Also j inner paths in G with respect to C have at most 2j end vertices. Let 
S = {x 1 t&(x) = 2, x E V(C)), then 
ISI 3 i(j + l)(j i 2) i 2 - 2j = $(j - 1) + 3 2 3. 
Thus, p3 has at least 3 vertices of degree two. Let u E S and uu, uw E E(C). Form 
a new graph G* from G by deleting the edge uu and duplicating the edge WV. 
Clearly IV(G*)I = IV(G)l, IE(G*)I = IE(G)(, and G* is a cycle-distributed graph 
containing a 2-cycle UWU. Cl 
,3. For every n 3 3, f(n) =f*(n - 1) + 3. 
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Proof. By Theorem 2.2, let G be a MCD-graph on IZ 3 3 vertices which contains 
a loop C1 and a 2-cycle C2. Let C2 = UWU, then clearly the vertices cc and w do not 
lie on a common cycle other than Cz. Without loss of generality, we may assume 
that G is a MCD=graph such that G - (E(G) U E(&)) contains u as an isolated 
vcI”Lcx. Let G* = G - (E(C,) U E(&)) - 2, then jV(G*)i =pz - 1, IE(G*)I = 
f(n) -3 and G* is a simple MCD-graph. Thus f*(n - 1) =f(n) -3, i.e. 
f(n) =f*(n - 1) + 3. El 
Theorem 2.4. There does not exist a cycle-distributed graph with n vertices and 
t 3 n + j edges if and only if there does not exi&t a cycle-distributed graph with n 
vertices and n + j edges. 
Proof. The necessity is clear. We shall prove the sufficiency. Suppose that there 
exists a cycle-distributed graph G with n vertices and t > n + j edges, then form a 
new graph G* from G by deleting t - (n + j) edges. Clearly G* is a cycle- 
distributed graph with IZ vertices and n + j edges, a contradiction. q 
3. Lower bonds on f(n) andfr(n) 
For every integer k a 3, let CIJr,k+Sl denote a graph with 2k =t 2 vertices and 
2k + 4 edges which has exactly one cycle of each length I, k s I s k -t 5. Form a 
graph C[W+5] as follows (see Fig. 3). 
Take Ck+5 containing vertices X, u, v and y appearing in the cyclic order X, u, 
v, y on this cycle, join x to y by a new path PI and join u to v by a new path P2 
such that P” and Pz are internally-disjoint. Let Ck+5 be separated by X, u, v and y 
into four paths Q, = (x, u), Q2 = (u, v), Q3 = (v, y) and Q4 = (y, X) such that 
(i) if k is even, then IV(Pl)I = $k, IV(P,)I = $(k + 2), IV(Q1)l + IV(Qs)l = 5, 
lV(Q*)l = [V(Qs)l = a(k -64); 
(ii) if k is odd, then IV(P,)l = IV(P2)( = $(k + l), lV(Qa)l f IV(Qs)l = 5, 
IVQdI = i(k + 3, IV(Qs) = $(k + 3). 
Let GI 0 Gz denote a graph formed from GI and G2 by identifying one vertex of 
GI and one vertex of G*. Clearly G1 0 G2 = G2 0 GI. 
Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 4. 
Given G,, Gz and G3, GI 0 Gz 0 G3 is defined by 
G~oG~oG~=(G~oG~)oG~=G~o(G~oG~). 
-We may similariy define GI 0 G2 0 l - 0 0 G,, . 
Given GI and G,, clearly GI 0 G2 represent a class of graphs whose uumber of 
vertices, edges and cycles contained in G are uniquely determined. Two diagrams 
of c3 O Go qs.lo] 0 K2 0 K2 are shown in Fig. 4. 
Let 
K{=$ 2 Q#& o*. .* 
w 
K29 
i 
Ck=C3ap* "°Ck_loC~k,R+5], 
C1=C3= KS, 
C2=C5+e, 
ch = ck o K4. 
We count easily 
for k = 3,4,5, . . . , 
IV(Ck) = $k(k + 1) + 2, IE(Ck)l = $(k + l)(k + 2), 
/I@)( = $k(k + 1) +j f 2, IE(C”j)( = $(k + 1 j(k + 2) + j. 
It is easily seen that Ck and Ckj are all simple cycle-distributed graphs. 
Theorem 3.1. For every integer n 2 2, 
(1) 
Proof. Clearly f*(2) = 1. 
Consider two cases for every integer n zz 3. 
Care 1. n = ik(k + 1) + 2, for integer k 2 1. 
Since every Ck is a simple cycle-distributed graph with $k(k + 1) + 2 vertices, 
f*(n) 3 (E(C’)( = i(k + l)(k + 2). 
From n = #k(k + 1) + 2, we find 
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Putting (3) in (2), we obtain 
Caw -2. 12 # ik(k + 1) + 2, i.e. #k(k + I) + 2 < n < $(k + l)(k + 2) + 2, for inte- 
ger k 3 1. 
Let no _ =;fk(k+1)+2, j==n-no, then n= ‘no+j=$k(k+1)+2+j and 1~ 
jsk. 
Since every Ck is a simple cycle-distributed graph with jk(k + 1) + 2 + j vertices 
and i(k + P)(k + 2) + j edges, 
f*(n) 2 #(k + l)(k + 2) + j. (5) 
From no = ik(k + 1) + 2, we find 
k  J/ii&B-l = 
2 l 
Putting (6) in (5), we have 
f*(n)zVzo+j+ 
I/m-3 
2 
(a) 
(7) 
Also, 
~~-3 ~I&o+j)-lS-3J/~-3~I/8(~O+k+l)-15-3 W ‘.LI/IS.S ._u__ 
2 2 2 2 
= ~8*,-15+4I&=+4-3J/~+2-3=~~-3+1 
2 2 2 l 
Therefore 
Putting (8) and pz =n,+jin (7), we have 
f*(n)an + 
[ 
VK=iS-3 
2 -* I 
The theorem follows from (l), (4) and (9). 0 
(9 
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Proof. By Theorem 2.3, for every integer it > 3, 
=n+ I&-23+1 
[ 1 2 l cl 
etermiue f(n) for 3 S n S 17 
Let G be a 2-connected simple graph and let C be any cycle in G, then by 
Proposition 2.1, the number of inner paths in a path decomposition of G - E(C) 
is equal to IE(G)( - IV(G)l. Let j = IE(G)I - IV(G)f, then G is said to be a graph 
having j inner paths. Denote by 0’ the set of graphs each of which has j inner 
paths. 
Given a path decomposition of G - EjCj, if the end vertices of two inner paths 
lie on C, then clearly these two inner paths are internally disjoint. 
Two inner paths PI and P2 with respect o C are said to be ~kevv if there are 
four distinct vertices u, q U’ and 2~’ of C such that cc and l,r are end vertices of PI, 
u’ and IJ’ are end vertices of P2 and the four vertices appear in the cyclic order U, 
5~‘~ v, v’ on C 
Two inner paths with respect o C are said to be’parallel if the end vertices of 
these two inner paths lie on C, and they are not skew. 
Two inner paths P and R with respect o C are said to be independent if there 
exists an inner path Q such that P, Q and R are parallel, and P and R are 
separated by Q (though they may have end vertices in common). 
A family of pa-allel inner paths is smzA Q~U to be dependent if no two inner paths of 
it are independent. 
These definitions are illustrated in Fig. 5. There are five inner paths with 
respect o C. The paths S and T are skew; the paths P, Q, R and S are parallel; 
the paths P and R are independent; he paths Q, R and T are dependent. 
Eemmsr 43, Let G E O*, then there exists a cyc!e C in G and a path decomposition 
of G - E(C) such that only two inner paths with respect to C me either ske:~ or e!se 
parallel. 
Fig. 5. 
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(a) b) 
Fig. 6. 
(cl 
Pmaf. Let Cl be a cycld in G. If the end vertices of the two inner paths with 
respect to C1 lie on C 1, then clearly the lemma follows. Let P1 = (u, V) and 
Pz = (x, y) be two inner paths with respect o C1, and u, v E V(C,), then C1 is 
separated by PI into two paths Q1 and Q2 (see Fig. d(a)). Suppose that the lemma 
does not hold. There are two possible cases only. 
Case 1. One end vertex of Pz is an inner vertex of PI and another end vertex of 
Pz lies on C1. We may assnme that x is an inner vertex of PI and y lies on Q2 (see 
Fig. 6(b)). Let Cz = PlQ2. If y #u (or v), then the inner paths Q, and Pz with 
respect o Cz are skew. If y = u(or er), then the inner paths Q, and Pz with respect 
to Cz are parallel, a contradiction. 
Case 2. The two end vertices of Pr are all inner vertices of Pz (see Fig. 6(c)). 
Let C2 = PlQ2, then the inner paths Q, and Pz with respect o C2 are parallel, 
again a contradiction. 0 
Lemma 4.2. Let G E O2 and let m denote the number of cycles contained in G, 
then 
0 i 
0 ii 
Pmof. 
m = 6, if there exist two inner paths being parallel with respect o some 
cycle C; 
m = 7, if there exist two inner paths being skew with respect o some 
cycle C. 
This follows directly from counting the cycles in G. q 
Lemma 4.3. Let G E 03. If there does not exist a path decomposition of G - E(C) 
such that all end vertices of the inner paths lie on C, then G is one of the three 
(b) 
Fig. 7. 
diagrams being depicted in Fig. 7. (Note that lines joining Tao vertices here 
represent the paths reiative to these lines. The vertices w and z may be identified.) 
Proof. r Jnder the condition of the lemma, let C1 be a cycle of G and let UfS1 & 
be a path decomposition f G - E(C), where P3 is the last inner path obtained 
from this path decomposition. Let G’ = 6 -E(P3), and denote by G* the 
nontrivial component ofG’, then G* E d. By Lemma 4.1, there exists a cycle Cz 
of G* and a path decomposition f G* - E(&) such that the two inner paths with 
respect to C2 are either skew or else parallel. Let Pi = (u, v) and Pi = (x, y) be 
two inner paths with respect to Cz. Clearly, Cz is a cycle in G. Assume P3 is 
drawn in the interior of Cz. It is easily seen that there exists one end vertex of P3 
that does not lie on C’*. Let P3 = (s, t). Two cases now arise, depending on the 
positions of Pi and Pi in the interior of Cz. 
Cuse 1. Pi and P;1 are parallel (see Fig. 8(a)). Let Cz be separateci by u, x, y 
and v into four paths Q1, Q2, Q, and Q.,. 
When one eiad vertex of P3 is an inner vertex of Pi (or Pi) and another end 
vertex of P3 *‘an fim C d-o wakG2, v+c may assume that s is an inner vertex of Pi and t lies on 
Q4. If t # u (or v), let C3 = PiQ4, then G is a diagram being depicted in Fig. 
7(a). If t = u (or v), let C3 = PiQIQ2Q3, then the paths P3, Q4 and Pi are three 
inner paths with respect o C3 and all end vertices of them lie on C3, a 
contradiction. 
When the two end vertices of P3 zre inter vertice? of Pi and Pi, let 
C3 = PiQIPiQ3, then the paths P3, Q2 and Q4 are three inner paths with respect 
to C3 and all end vertices of them lie on C3, again a contradiction. 
Cae 2. P; anti Pi are skew (see Fig. 8(b)). Let @z be separated by u, x, v and 
y into four paths Qi, Qz, Q3 and Q4. 
When one end vertex of P3 is an inner vertex of Pi (or Pi) and another end 
vertex of P3 lies on C2, we may assume that s is an inner vertex of Pi and 5 lies on 
Ql. If t # u (or v), then G is a diagram being depicted in Fig. 7(c). If t = u (or v), 
then G is a diagram being depicted in Fig. 7(a). 
When the two end vertices of P3 are inner vertices of Pi and Pi, if s and t are 
:&me* *~a a .&ces of one of Pi and Pi, then G is a diagram being depicted in Fig. 
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7(a); if s and t are inner vertices of Pi and &, respectively, then G is a dfagrc~i 
being depicted in Fig. 7(a). q 
Lemma 4.4. Let G E O3 and let m denote the number of cycles contained in G, 
then (i) m = 10, if there exist three inner paths being parallel with respect to 
some cycle C sueh that two of them are independent; 
0 ii m = 11, if there exist three inner paths being dependent with respect to some 
cycle C; . 
(iii) m 3 12, otherwise. 
Proof’* This follows directly from Lemma 4.3 and counting the number of cycles 
inG. Cl 
The following two lemmas follow directly from four lemmas above. 
Lemma 4.5. Let G be a 20connected simple graph and let m denote the number of 
cycles contained in G, then 
0 i m=3ifandonlyifGEO’; 
(ii) m = 6 if and only if G E O* and there exist two inner paths being parallel 
with respect to some cycle C; 
(iii) m = ‘7 if and only if G E d and there exist two inner gaths being skew with 
respect to some cycle C; 
( ) iv m = 10 if and only #f G E @ and there exist three inner paths being parallel 
with respect to some cycle C such that two of them are irukpendent; 
0 v m = 11 g and only if G E Q3 and there exist three inner paths being 
dependent with respect to some cycle C. 
Lenussa 4.6. There do not e&t 2-connected simple graphs each of which contains 
m cycles for m = 4, 5, 8, 9. 
We now apply the above lemmas to prove the following three main lemmas. 
Lema 4.7. For every integer 5 s n s 7, f*(n) s n + 1. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.4, it suffices to prove that none of the graphs, each of 
which each contains n + 2 edges for 5 s n s 7, is a simple cycle-distributed graph. 
If possible, let G be a simple cycle-distributed graph with n + 2 edges and 
minimum possible number n of vertices. Clearly G contains no cut edges and 
vertices of degree one. It follows that the possible cases of G are either 
GE{~~1QC~~oC~~~3~l~<12<13), GE{ClOGifJa3, G~EO’) or GE@. 
Case 1. G E { Ct, 0 Crz Q CtS 13 s II < l2 < 4). Clearly G = C3 0 C4 0 Cs and 
/Y(G)! = IO, a contradiction. 
Case2. GE{C~OG~!~~~,G~E:O~}. SinceC I 0 Gl contains 4 cycles, the length 
of the longest cycle in G is at least 6. Clearly I < 6, otherwise 1 V(C& a 6 and 
1 V(Gl)I 3 5, consequently 1V( G)I > 10, a contradiction. Now the longest cycle in 
G is contained in G1, i.e. IV(G,)I 36. Also lV(CJ[ 23. It follows that 
(V(G)/ 3 8, again a contradiction. 
Case 3. G E O? Since G contains at least 6 cycles, the length of the longest 
cycle in G is at least 8, i.e. IV(G)1 2 8, a contradiction. Cl 
Lemma 4.8. For every integer 8S n S 11, f*(n) S n + 2. 
proof, By Theorem 2.4, it suffices to prove that none of the graphs, each of 
which contains n + 3 edges for 8 s n s 11, is a simple cycle-distributed graph. If 
possible, let G be a simple cycle-distributed graph with n + 3 edges and minimum 
possible number n of vertices. It follows that there are five possible cases only. 
Case 2. G E {C,, 0 CI, 0 G1 I 3 s I1 C lz, G1 E Oi}. Since Cl1 0 Cl* 0 G1 contains 5 
cycles, the length of the longest cycle in G is at least 7. If I1 3 7 (or lz 2 7), then 
IV(C,, 0 Cl21 3 9. Also IV(C 5. It follows that IV(G)1 2 13, a contradiction. 
Thus the longest cycle in G is contained in G1. Hence I V(C,)la 7. Also 
IV(C,,)l 3 3, IV(C,,)l a 4. Consequently IV(G)1 2 12, again a contradiction. 
C‘rpse 3. G E {G1 0 Cl 1 G1, Gi E 0’). Since G1 0 Gi contains 6 cycles, the length 
of the longest cycle in G is at least 8. It follows that IV(G)1 = I V(Gl)I + 
IV(Gi)l - 12 8 + 5 - 1 = 12, a contradiction. 
Cme 4. G E {Cr 0 Gz I 13 3, G2 E 02). Since Gl 0 Gz contains at least 7 cycles, 
the length of the longest cycle in G is at least 9. Clearly the longest cycle in G is 
contained in G2. Thus IV(G2)l 2 8. Also [V(CJl~ 3. Hence IV(G)1 a 12, a 
contradiction. 
Case 5. G E 03. Since G contains at least 10 cycles, I V(G)1 2 12, a 
contradiction. 0 
.9. For every integer 12 <rn s 16, f*(n) s n + 3. 
- a - 
my ‘Theorem 2:4, it suffices to prove that none of the graphs, each of 
which contains n + 4 edges for 12 s n s i6, is a simpie cycie-distributed graph. If 
ssible, let G be a simple cycle-distributed graph with n + 4 edges and a 
nimum possible number n of vertices. It follows that there are seven pOssibie 
cases only. 
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Case 1. GE{C~,~C~~~C~~~C~~OC~~~~~I~<~~<~~~~~<I~}. Clearly G=C,o 
C4 0 C5 0 Cd 0 CT and IV(G)1 = 21, a contradiction. 
Case 2. G E (Cil 5 Ciz Q Cl3 Q GlI 3 s II < i2 < 13, Gl E 0’). Clearly G contains 6 
cycles and the length of the longest cycle of G is at least 8. It is easily seen that 
the longest cycle of G is contained in Gi , and hence 1 V(Gl)I 3 8. Also 
IV(C,, 0 Cl2 0 CIJ a 10. Consequently IV(G)1 3 17, a contradiction. 
Case 3. G E {C, 0 G1 0 G; I 12 3, G1, G; E 0’). Clearly G contains 7 cycles and 
the length of the longest cycle of G is at least 9. It is easily seen that the longest 
cycle of G is contained in G1 or G;. ‘VVe may assume that IV(G’)l a 9. Also by the 
proof of Lemma 4.7 IV(Gl)l a 6. Suppose that IV(C,)l = 6, then G1 contains 
exactly one cycle of length 3, and hence 1 V(C$ 2 4. It follows that I V(G)1 a 17, a 
contradiction. Therefore I V( GJI 3 7 and I V(C,)I 3 3. It also follows that 
IV(G)1 a 17, a contradiction. 
Case 4. G E { CII 0 Crz 0 G2 13 s l1 < &, G2 E 02). We now consider two 
subcases. 
Case 4.1. Gz contains 6 cycles. In this case, there exist two inner paths being 
parallel with respect o some cycle C in G2. It is easily seen ihat the longest cycle 
of G must be contained in G2. It follows easily that G = C3 0 C4 0 C15,101 and 
IV(G)1 = 17, a contradiction. 
Case 4.2. Gz contains 7 cycles. In this case, G contains 9 cycles and the length 
of the longest cycle of G is at least 11. It is easily seen that the longest cycle of G 
must be contained in G2. Thus I V(G2)( a 11, and hence I1 = 3, lz = 4. By Theorem 
3 in [2], Gz cannot be a S-uniquely pancyclic graph. It follows that IV(C 12, 
and consequently IV(G)1 a 17, a contradiction. 
Case 5. G E {G1 0 G2 1 G1 E Oi, Gz E 02). We now consider two subcases. 
Cae 5 1. G2 cont&s 6 cycles. In this cascr G contains 9 cycles and the length 
of the longest cycle of G is at least 11. It is easily seen that the longest cycle of G 
must be contained in G2. Thus IV(G2)l 3 11, and hence either IV(C,)l = 5 or 
I V(Gl)l = 6. If I V(Gl)) = 5 then it follows easily that I V( G)I = 18 (an example is 
shown in Fig. 9(a)), a contradiction. If I V(G,)I = 6, then it follows similarly that 
IW)l = 18 ( an example is shown in Fig. 9(b), again a contradiction. 
i 
Fig. 9. 
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Case 5.2. G2 contains 7 cycles. In this case, G contains 10 cycles and the length 
of the longest cycle of G is at least 12. It is easily seen that the longest cycle of G 
must be contained inGz. Thus IV(G2)l 2 12, and hence !V(Gl)l = 5. By Theorem 
3 in [2], G2 cannot be a 6-uniquely pancyclic graph. It follows that IV(C 13. 
Consequently IV(G)1 3 17, once more a contradiction. 
Cme 6. G E {Cl 0 G3 i Ia 3, G3 E 03}. We now consider three subcases. 
Cae 6.1. G3 contains 10 cycles. In this case, there exist hree inner paths being 
parallel with respect o some cycle C in G3 such that two of them are 
independent. Also G contains 11 cycles and the length of the longest cycle of G is 
at least 13. Clearly the longest cycle of G must be contained in G3. Thus 
lV(G3)] a 13, and hence ither I = 3 or I = 4. If I = 3, then it follows easily that 
IV(G)1 = 18 (two examples are shown in Fig. 10(a) and (b)), a contradiction. If 
I = 4, then it follows similarly that IV(G)1 = 18 (an example is shown in Fig. 
IO(c)), again a contradiction. 
Case 6.2 G3 contains 11 cycles. In this case there exist three inner paths 
being dependent with respect to some cycle C in G3. Also G contains 12 cycles 
and the length of the longest cycle of G is at least 14. Clearly the longest cycle of 
G must be contained in G3. Thus ]V(C,)] a 14, and hence I = 3. it foPlows easily 
that ]V(C,)l= 15. Thus IV(G)1 = 17 (an example is shown in Fig. 10(d)), a 
contradiction. 
Case 6.3. G3 contains at least 12 cycles. h this case -G contains at least 13 
cycles and the length of the longest cycle of G is at least 15. Clearly the longest 
cycle of G must be contained in G3. Hence I V(G,)( 3 15. It follows that 
IV(G)l 2 17, once more a contradiction. 
Case 7. G E 04. By proposition 2.2, G contains at least 15 cydm and hence 
/V(G)1 2 17, a contradiction. Cl 
4.1. For every integer 2s n 6 16, 
v&a-15-3 
f*(n)=n+ 2 
[ 1 . 
(al Ch) id) 
Fig. 10. 
On maximum cycle-distributed graphs 
of. Using above three Lemmas and Theorem 3.1, we find 
f*(m)=n+l forSSnG7, 
f*(n)=n+2 forWnG11, 
f*(n)=n+3 for 12~~16. 
Also, f*(2) = 1, f*(3) = 3, f*(4) = 4. 
The theorem follows directly from above equations. 0 
eorem 4.2. For every integer 3 s n s 17, 
f(n)=n + 
[ 
JhiZE+l’ 
I 2 l 
bf. This follows directly from Theorem 2.3 
From a lot of facts above, we may make the 
Conjecture. For every integer n 3 3, 
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